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Sickness behaviors across vertebrate taxa: proximate and
ultimate mechanisms
Patricia C. Lopes1,*, Susannah S. French2, Douglas C. Woodhams3 and Sandra A. Binning4

There is nothing like a pandemic to get the world thinking about how
infectious diseases affect individual behavior. In this respect, sick
animals can behave in ways that are dramatically different from
healthy animals: altered social interactions and changes to patterns
of eating and drinking are all hallmarks of sickness. As a result,
behavioral changes associated with inflammatory responses (i.e.
sickness behaviors) have important implications for disease spread
by affecting contacts with others and with common resources,
including water and/or sleeping sites. In this Review, we summarize
the behavioral modifications, including changes to thermoregulatory
behaviors, known to occur in vertebrates during infection, with
an emphasis on non-mammalian taxa, which have historically
received less attention. We then outline and discuss our current
understanding of the changes in physiology associated with the
production of these behaviors and highlight areas where more
research is needed, including an exploration of individual and sex
differences in the acute phase response and a greater understanding
of the ecophysiological implications of sickness behaviors for disease
at the population level.
KEY WORDS: Bacteria, Parasite, Pathogen, Infection, Diseases,
Sickness behavior, Fever, Cytokines, Inflammation, Prostaglandins,
Glucocorticoids, Lipopolysaccharides, Endotoxin

Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has renewed both public and research
focus on better understanding the intricacies of disease spread in
terms of physiology and individual and collective behavior
(Arunachalam et al., 2020; Lopes, 2020; Sun et al., 2021;
Townsend et al., 2020). Sick animals can behave in ways that are
dramatically different from healthy animals. Some of these
behavioral changes – for example, lethargy and reduced food and
water intake – can affect how hosts interact with others and with
shared resources. Simultaneously, altered behaviors can provide
cues of disease, which affect how others interact with hosts.
Therefore, understanding how diseases change host behavior and
social contacts is highly relevant for understanding and predicting
patterns of disease spread in populations.
In addition to behaviors associated with disease-specific
pathogenesis (e.g. malarial chills; Crutcher and Hoffman, 1996),
there are generally two major ways in which pathogens and parasites
(see Glossary) can lead to behavioral changes in their hosts: (1) their
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presence in the body can lead to host immunological responses
that affect the nervous system (Dantzer, 2004) and (2) parasites can
directly secrete molecules that affect the normal communication or
anatomy of the nervous system (Adamo and Shoemaker, 2000;
Beckage, 1993; Biron et al., 2005; Cabral et al., 2016; Helluy
and Thomas, 2003; Herbison et al., 2018; Jong-Brink et al.,
2001; Kavaliers et al., 1999; Klein, 2003; Rojas and Ojeda, 2005;
Tain et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2005). The first one is the focus of
our Review.
In this Review, we aim to highlight the diversity of behavioral
responses to infection across taxa, while also identifying
commonalities in their regulation. We also aim to identify areas
where more research is needed and to encourage additional
investigation into evolutionary origins of and mechanisms
underlying sickness in non-model systems. To address these aims,
we first provide a summary of the sickness behaviors (see Glossary)
seen across vertebrates. We then describe how, physiologically,
sickness behaviors are produced in mammals and assess whether
similar mechanisms are observed in other vertebrates. Finally, we
discuss different theories for the existence of sickness behaviors and
highlight areas of research that deserve more attention in moving the
field forward.
What are sickness behaviors?

Infections can dramatically alter the behavior of vertebrates in ways
that are not specific to any particular disease. These changes in
behavior, known as sickness behaviors, can include decreases in
overall activity, exploratory behavior, social and sexual interactions,
food and water intake (anorexia and adipsia, respectively; see
Glossary), grooming behavior and the ability to feel pain or
pleasure. Sickness behaviors are also commonly associated with
increases in sleepiness, slow wave sleep, and thermal and pain
sensitivity, as well as impairments to learning and memory
(reviewed in Dantzer, 2001; Demas et al., 2012). In endotherms,
physiological fever typically accompanies sickness behaviors. In
animals that cannot produce fever physiologically (i.e. ectotherms
and some newborn mammals), sickness behaviors can involve
‘behavioral fever’, wherein infected individuals move to warmer
environments to elevate their core body temperature (Satinoff et al.,
1976; reviewed in Rakus et al., 2017b). As discussed below,
behavioral thermoregulation upon infection does not always
translate into a fever (elevated temperature) but may instead
manifest as a hypothermic response (i.e. ‘behavioral chill’) (Hunt
et al., 2016; Landis et al., 2012; Truitt et al., 2019).
Although we will focus here on behaviors that derive from
host immune responses to infection, the lines separating hostfrom pathogen- and parasite-driven responses can be blurry.
Experimentally, the most frequently used tools to circumvent
this issue are the use of heat-killed microbes, proinflammatory
cytokines (see Glossary) or injections of endotoxin such as
lipopolysaccharides (LPSs; see Glossary) to elicit sickness
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Glossary
Acute phase response
A complex early systemic response to disturbances (such as infection, stress
or injury). It involves multiple physiological systems and can result in changes
in acute phase proteins, cellular trafficking, fever and overall metabolism.
Adaptive immunity
Immune response triggered after exposure to specific antigens and
mediated by lymphocytes (B cells and T cells). B cells produce
antibodies that bind to antigens with high specificity. The adaptive
immune system therefore includes both cellular and humoral aspects
and can form long-term memory to antigens.
Adipsia
A condition characterized by the absence of thirst even when high salt or
low bodily water levels are present. Can present as a sickness behavior.
Anorexia
A condition characterized by the absence of hunger and refusal to eat.
Can present as a sickness behavior.
Critical thermal maximum
An experimental measure of an animal’s upper thermal tolerance limit
represented by the temperature at which physiological failure occurs
(e.g. loss of performance, muscle spasms, disorganized locomotion)
during acute thermal ramping.
Cytokines
Small proteins produced by a wide range of immune cells (and other
tissue types) that are important communicators, but also affect cellular
interactions and activity.
Damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs)
Host biomolecules released from dying or damaged cells; these
molecules form part of a host’s defense against pathogens by
activating the innate immune response through their interaction with
pattern recognition receptors.
Innate immunity
Fast-acting, nonspecific response to foreign antigens that generally
includes leukocytes, antimicrobial peptides and plasma proteins such as
the hemolytic complement pathways.
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
A component of the outer membrane of most Gram-negative bacteria
consisting of long chains of sugars bound covalently to lipids, that can
stimulate a strong immune response when introduced into an animal.
Nucleotide oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptors
A type of pattern-recognition receptor in the form of intracellular proteins
that regulate the host innate immune response.
Parasite
Any organism that lives on a host animal at the expense of the host. This
includes both endo- and ecto-parasites, as well as micro-parasites (e.g.
microbes, viruses) and macro-parasites (e.g. worms, ticks).
Pathogen/pathogenicity
Any organism or virus that can produce disease within the host or having
the ability to induce disease.
Pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)
Molecules present on pathogen cells (e.g. LPS) that are recognized by
host toll-like or pattern-recognition receptors and activate the host innate
immune response.
Pattern recognition receptors
Proteins expressed mainly by cells important in the host innate immune
system that can identify both PAMPs and DAMPs.
Sickness behaviors
The set of non-specific behavioral changes that occur when an animal’s
immune system is stimulated, such as during pathogen infection.
Somatotropic axis (hypothalamic–pituitary–somatotropic axis)
Hormone axis referring to the complex cascade of events beginning with the
release of hypothalamic hormones [i.e. growth hormone releasing hormone
(somatocrinin)] followed by the secretion of growth hormone (somatotropin)
from somatotroph cells in the anterior pituitary gland and culminating in the
stimulation of insulin-like growth factors in tissues including the liver.
Toll-like receptors
A class of protein membrane receptors found in many cell types
responsible for adaptive and innate immunity that recognize structurally
conserved molecules present on many pathogens.
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behaviors. LPSs are constituents of the cell wall of Gram-negative
bacteria and are recognized by Toll-like receptors (TLRs; see
Glossary), activating identical immunological pathways as if whole
bacteria had been administered (Zhang and Ghosh, 2000), including
neuroinflammation (Lopes, 2016). In addition, peptidoglycan, a
different component of the bacterial cell wall, can initiate proinflammatory responses across vertebrates through binding of
NOD-like receptors (NLRs; see Glossary) (Boyle et al., 2013).
Using these tools, one can determine whether behavioral change is
driven by the host’s response upon parasite detection rather than by
additional molecules produced and secreted by the parasite. One
research frontier regarding the use of these tools is understanding
whether damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs; see
Glossary) or dietary products in addition to the above pathogenassociated molecular patterns (PAMPs; see Glossary) quantitatively
or qualitatively stimulate different sickness behaviors (Rankin and
Artis, 2018).
Sickness behaviors throughout vertebrate taxa
Mammals

Mammals, and in particular, rodents, are the most extensively
studied vertebrates in terms of sickness behavior. Their behavioral
responses to an immune challenge – including reduced activity,
reduced food and water intake, and decreased social interactions –
are therefore considered the stereotypical sickness behaviors
(Dantzer, 2001; Dantzer et al., 2008). Research on livestock has
also been of interest given the economic implications of disease
outbreaks on farms. This research highlights the difficulty that
animals may have in displaying sickness behaviors (such as selfisolation) when maintained at high densities (Proudfoot et al.,
2012). Hart (1988) described the presence of sickness behavior
responses in several domesticated mammalian species, including
dogs, cats, horses, pigs, cattle, sheep and rabbits. Sickness behaviors
have also been studied both in laboratory and in natural or seminatural environments in mammals beyond domesticated and routine
laboratory species. Examples include guinea pigs (Cavia porcellus;
Hennessy et al., 2004), Siberian hamsters (Phodopus sungorus;
Prendergast et al., 2008), vampire bats (Desmodus rotundus;
Stockmaier et al., 2018), degus (Octodon degus; Ramirez–Otarola
et al., 2019) and human (Shattuck and Muehlenbein, 2015;
Schedlowski et al., 2014; Lasselin et al., 2018; Sandiego et al.,
2015) and non-human primates, such as the red colobus monkey
(Procolobus rufomitratus ssp. tephrosceles; Ghai et al., 2015) and
rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta; Friedman et al., 1996). The
behavioral responses observed in these species fit the overall picture
of sickness behaviors, including anorexia and reduced nest building
(Prendergast et al., 2008), decreased activity (Ramirez–Otarola
et al., 2019; Stockmaier et al., 2018), reduced allogrooming
(Stockmaier et al., 2018) and increased somnolence (Friedman
et al., 1996) and resting (Ghai et al., 2015). However, specific
symptoms can be species dependent. Contrary to the common social
withdrawal response that is described in rodents, rhesus monkeys
show increased affiliation during a low-dose LPS challenge
(Willette et al., 2007), underscoring the importance of studying
diverse species when trying to understand the evolution and
adaptive value of sickness behaviors.
Birds

Avian sickness behaviors were first studied in chicken (Gallus
gallus domesticus) in 1993 (Johnson et al., 1993a,b; Klasing et al.,
1987; Macari et al., 1993). Overall, avian manifestations of sickness
behaviors are similar to those in mammals, with reduced food and
2
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water intake, increased somnolence and decreased activity (Ashley
et al., 2009; Bonneaud et al., 2003; Johnson et al., 1993a,b; Klasing,
1991; Klasing et al., 1987; Lee et al., 2005; Lopes et al., 2012a;
Lopes et al., 2014; Owen-Ashley et al., 2006). Not all of these
sickness behaviors may manifest within a single species, however.
For example, in a study where Pekin ducks (Anas platyrhynchos
domesticus) were exposed to a variety of immune challenges (viral
and bacterial), the birds developed fever and anorexia, but not
lethargy (Marais et al., 2013). Avian sickness behaviors may also
manifest as changes to social behaviors, including decreases in
aggression, vocalizations and parental behavior (Lopes, 2014).
Specifically, aggression is reduced during an endotoxin challenge in
white-crowned sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys gambelii; OwenAshley et al., 2006), song sparrows (Melospiza melodia morphna;
Owen-Ashley and Wingfield, 2006) and in dominant, but not
subordinate, house finches (Haemorhous mexicanus; Moyers et al.,
2015). Aggression is also reduced in male, but not female, house
finches infected with Mycoplasma gallisepticum (Bouwman and
Hawley, 2010). The number of vocalizations is reduced in male
zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) and white-crowned sparrows
in response to LPS (Lopes et al., 2012a; Owen-Ashley and
Wingfield, 2006; Owen-Ashley et al., 2006). House sparrows
(Passer domesticus) reduce brood feeding rate (Bonneaud et al.,
2003) but not egg production (Lee et al., 2005) when exposed to
LPS. However, egg production is reduced in immune-challenged
tree sparrows (Passer montanus; Lee et al., 2005).
Similarly to mammals, fever responses are also observed in birds
(reviewed in Gray et al., 2013). Ambient temperature can, however,
affect fever responses. Pekin ducks kept at elevated ambient
temperatures quickly develop high-magnitude fevers, whereas
ducks kept at low ambient temperatures show attenuated febrile
responses (Marais et al., 2011). Instead of fever, a hypothermic
response to immune challenges is found in small passerines, such as
zebra finches and white-crowned sparrows (Lopes et al., 2014;
Owen-Ashley et al., 2006). This discrepancy in hypo- and
hyperthermic responses between small passerines and other avian
taxa cannot be completely explained by body size (Sell et al., 2003)
and requires additional investigation.
Reptiles

Reptiles as a whole are not as well studied as other taxonomic
groups in the context of the ecological and behavioral consequences
of disease. Being largely ectothermic as a group (except for a few
examples of heterothermy), reptiles show behaviors when infected
that are not found in endotherms, such as those associated with the
febrile response. A key example of this is the continually spreading
snake fungal disease caused by Ophidiomyces ophiodiicola, which
has been shown in multiple species to lead to increased basking at
unusual times of the year when snakes are often hibernating (Lorch
et al., 2015; McBride et al., 2015). Manipulative studies also
demonstrate thermoregulatory behavioral adjustments. For instance,
gopher tortoises (Gopherus polyphemus) show a behavioral fever
response via increased basking behavior starting just an hour after
injection with LPS (Goessling et al., 2017). Similarly, desert iguanas
(Dipsosaurus dorsalis) exposed to the inactivated bacterium
Aeromonas hydrophila, show a long-term behavioral fever (2.3°C
elevation for 6–7 days; Bernheim and Kluger, 1976). However, as
noted above for birds, not all studies in reptiles have documented a
hyperthermic response to infection; instead, some demonstrate
hypothermic responses, whereas others show no response at all.
For instance, green anole lizards (Anolis carolinensis) respond
hypothermically following intraperitoneal injection of LPS
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(Merchant et al., 2008). Diverse factors such as condition, age, life
history state or sex can interact with infection status to influence
behavioral temperature responses. For example, some juvenile green
iguanas (Iguana iguana) show behavioral fever responses following
an LPS immune challenge, whereas others do not. This difference in
behavioral response seems to be related to the condition of the animal,
whereby individuals in good condition use behavioral fever, whereas
those in poorer condition show a hypothermic response (Deen and
Hutchison, 2001). Baseline reproductive condition and hormones
may also contribute to variation in sickness behaviors, but this has not
been examined in reptiles.
Other than the behavioral fever response, sickness behavior in
reptiles can largely be characterized by lethargy and anorexia. These
sickness behaviors have been observed both in response to infection
( parasites and pathogens) and injury (wounding), perhaps because
of the induction of shared immune components (Garrido and PérezMellado, 2014; Martin, 1997). Anorexic behavior is also observed
in side-blotched lizards (Uta stansburiana) following a cutaneous
biopsy (Smith et al., 2017). Moreover, following biopsy, metabolic
activity is reduced and is inversely related to healing rate, such that
the animals with a greater decrease in metabolism show more
healing. These results suggest that, at least in this species, sickness
behavior may be beneficial to immune performance.
Finally, multiple studies have investigated the impacts of
infection or simulated infection on sprint performance. Sprint
speed can be an important survival proxy for both competitive
ability and antipredator escape behavior. Therefore, during infection,
a reduction in sprint capacity may be a readily characterizable
sickness behavior for certain species. For example, male, but not
female, Algerian sand racers (Psammodromus algirus) treated with
LPS show reduced sprint performance (Zamora-Camacho et al.,
2014). Similarly, common lizards (Lacerta vivipara) parasitized
with hemogregarines (intracellular blood parasites) have reduced
locomotor speed and oxygen consumption (Oppliger et al., 1996).
Moreover, Lilford’s wall lizards (Podarcis lilfordi) with lower
hemogregarine blood parasite loads, but not ectoparasites (i.e. mites),
have better body condition and faster sprint speeds (Garrido and
Pérez-Mellado, 2014). Whether the reduction in sprint performance
under parasitic infection constitutes a sickness behavior or is solely a
result of pathology remains unknown.
Amphibians

Amphibian sickness behaviors have been most studied in the context
of infection with Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd, a fungus
in the phylum Chytridiomycota), ranaviruses (from the family
Iridoviridae) and trematode parasites. These pathogens can have
significant impacts on amphibian populations, physiology and
behavior (Gray and Chinchar, 2015; Lips, 2016; Woodhams et al.,
2018). The behavioral consequences of disease are often linked to
morphological changes associated with infection (Goodman and
Johnson, 2011; Venesky et al., 2009), developmental or life-history
adjustments (Kohli et al., 2019) and the acute phase response (APR;
see Glossary; Blaustein et al., 2012). Amphibian sickness behaviors
include reductions in activity, feeding and social interactions, and
changes in reproductive behaviors and in habitat use, particularly for
behavioral thermoregulation (Rakus et al., 2017b; Rollins-Smith and
Woodhams, 2012). For example, cane toads (Rhinella marina)
injected with LPS show reduced feeding and activity (Llewellyn
et al., 2011). Reduced feeding has also been reported as a clinical sign
of chytridiomycosis (Voyles et al., 2009).
A recent study provides evidence for behavioral fever in response
to ranavirus infection in amphibians: recently metamorphosed
3
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and adult southern toads (Anaxyrus terrestris) increase baseline
temperature 2 days after ranavirus inoculation (Sauer et al., 2019).
Furthermore, during a Bd epizootic, Panama golden frogs (Atelopus
zeteki) increased body temperatures above ambient air temperatures
and often above the thermal optimum for fungal growth (RichardsZawacki, 2010). In midwife toads (Alytes obstetricans), Bd
infection lowers the critical thermal maximum temperature (see
Glossary) of tadpoles but not toadlets (Fernández-Loras et al.,
2019). Thermoregulation in frogs exposed to Bd may reduce
chytridiomycosis (Karavlan and Venesky, 2016; Rowley and
Alford, 2013), but environmental conditions may constrain the
thermoregulatory ability of amphibians, particularly if there is a lag
in immune system acclimation (Cohen et al., 2019; Nowakowski
et al., 2016; Raffel et al., 2006, 2015; Stevenson et al., 2020).
Fishes

Fishes are, in the vast majority, ectotherms. Thus, as in reptiles
and amphibians, most studies examining sickness behaviors in
ichthyofauna have tested for thermoregulatory responses to
infection. Indeed, some of the foundational studies on behavioral
fever as an adaptive response to infection in vertebrates used teleost
fishes as model systems. Reynolds et al. (1976) documented a
preference for warmer temperatures in bluegill sunfish (Lepomis
macrochirus) and largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides)
injected with heat-killed Aeromonas hydrophila bacteria. They
further demonstrated that behavioral fever in goldfish (Carassius
auratus) enhances survival during infection (Covert and
Reynolds, 1977). Behavioral fever has also been documented in
zebrafish (Danio rerio), Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), rainbow
trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), carp (Cyprinus carpio), Trinidadian
guppies (Poecilia reticulata) and Nile tilapia (Oreochromis
niloticus) (Boltaña et al., 2013, 2018a,b; Cabanac and Laberge,
1998; Cerqueira et al., 2016; Gräns et al., 2012; Mohammed et al.,
2016; Rakus et al., 2017a; Rey et al., 2017). Changes in teleost fish
temperature preference when infected can also include cold-seeking
behaviors. Preference for cool temperatures might be beneficial for
hosts when the infective agent has strongly temperature-sensitive
growth and reproduction rates. For instance, Vibrio bacterial growth
rates and virulence increase at high temperatures, and it has been
found that broad-nose pipefish (Syngnathus typhle) experimentally
infected either with Vibrio or heat-killed Vibrio prefer cooler
temperatures than uninfected conspecifics (Landis et al., 2012).
Despite the long history of these types of studies in teleosts, we are
only now beginning to understand the physiological mechanisms
underlying behavioral fever and chill in these taxa (Boltaña et al.,
2018b). Similarly, although lamprey and many species of sharks
and rays can behaviorally thermoregulate (Crawshaw and Hammel,
1973; Hight and Lowe, 2007; Matern et al., 2000; McCauley et al.,
1977), we are not aware of studies that have yet explicitly tested
this behavior in the context of infection in chondrichthyan or
agnathan fishes.
Few studies have explicitly tested for sickness behaviors beyond
behavioral thermoregulation in fishes. Indeed, sickness behaviors
have only recently been comprehensively characterized and
described in zebrafish (Kirsten et al., 2018). The few studies that
have examined fish behavior following immune stimulation using
endotoxin or inactivated bacterial injection suggest that sickness
behaviors in fishes mirror those observed in mammals. For instance,
fishes may display altered metabolic rates and social preferences as
well as reductions in locomotion, exploratory behavior and food
intake during the acute phase immune response (Bonneaud et al.,
2016; Kirsten et al., 2018; Volkoff and Peter, 2004). However, more
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research on a broader range of taxa is needed to fully understand the
extent to which fishes modify their behavior following immune
activation.
How are sickness behaviors produced?

Above we described characteristics of sickness behaviors across
groups of vertebrates, but what mechanisms underlie these
behaviors and are they similar across these groups? Here, we
identify and summarize parallels between mechanisms in mammals
(where these mechanisms are best described) and other vertebrate
groups. The ‘acute phase response’ is a term that encompasses not
only the behavioral, but also the physiological changes experienced
by infected or injured organisms. Several interconnected body
systems are involved in the acute phase reaction, including the
immune, neuroendocrine and reproductive systems (Fig. 1). The
first step in triggering this reaction is the body’s recognition of an
invader by the immune system. Innate immune cells are capable of
recognizing DAMPs and PAMPs through specific membrane
receptors called pattern recognition receptors (PRRs; see
Glossary), including TLRs, NLRs, retinoic acid-inducible gene 1
(RIG-1)-like receptors and the C-type lectin receptors (CLRs)
(Amarante-Mendes et al., 2018; Walsh et al., 2013). Once activated,
these membrane receptors trigger a cascade of intracellular
responses that culminates with the production of proinflammatory
cytokines. These cytokines [of which the best studied in the context
of sickness behaviors are interleukin (IL)-1 beta (IL-1β), IL-6 and
tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α)] can act both locally and
systemically to activate responses in other cell types, helping to
orchestrate the host’s immune response (Parameswaran and Patial,
2010; Sims and Smith, 2010; Tanaka et al., 2014).
The behavioral symptoms of sickness associated with the APR
are, in most instances, either a direct or indirect consequence of the
production of these proinflammatory cytokines. Proinflammatory
cytokines communicate with the central nervous system in two
major ways (Dantzer et al., 2008): (1) through activation of the
vagus nerve and other afferent neural inputs and (2) by crossing the
blood–brain barrier either through diffusion at more ‘porous’ areas
of the barrier (the circumventricular organs) or through active
transport. It is at the level of the central nervous system that several
of the metabolic, hormonal and behavioral responses are initiated.
Fever is triggered by production of prostaglandin E2 by brain
endothelial cells in response to proinflammatory cytokines
(Blomqvist and Engblom, 2018). The binding of proinflammatory
cytokines to specific brain regions leads to activation of the
hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal/inter-renal axis (Chesnokova and
Melmed, 2002; Turnbull and Rivier, 1995), involving the increased
production of glucocorticoids (such as corticosterone and cortisol).
Proinflammatory cytokines also downregulate the hypothalamic–
pituitary–gonadal axis (Morale et al., 2003; Rivier, 1993), involving
reduced production of gonadal steroids (such as testosterone).
As steroid hormones have a large number of roles in modulating
behavior, changes to the levels of these hormones in circulation
also mediate the sickness behavioral responses (e.g. Dantzer et al.,
1991; Ashley et al., 2009). Inhibition of the somatotropic and
hypothalamic–pituitary–thyroid axes (see Glossary) has also been
found under immune challenges (Kondo et al., 1997; Soto et al.,
1998; Straub, 2014). Although proinflammatory cytokines play an
important role in determining sickness behaviors, they do not
underlie all the behavioral symptoms of sickness. Bacterial
pathogens are capable of activating nociceptor neurons directly,
increasing both mechanical and thermal sensitivity to pain (Chiu
et al., 2013). In contrast, a viral protein in SARS-CoV-2 can help
4
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Fig. 1. Well-studied pathways associated with the expression of sickness behaviors. The acute phase response (APR) is activated by various triggers
(in orange). Upregulation/activation is shown in blue and downregulation/suppression is shown in pink. The activation of the APR can be anticipatory; for
example, uninfected humans and pregnant mice increase cytokine (Schaller et al., 2010) and corticosterone (Curno et al., 2009) levels, respectively, upon
exposure to disease cues/symptoms in other individuals; other anticipatory factors are reviewed in O’Connor et al. (2009). Cytokines and prostaglandins are the
major drivers of sickness behaviors. Acute or low-concentration exposure to glucocorticoids can enhance inflammatory responses, whereas prolonged or
high-concentration exposure is immunosuppressive (Cain and Cidlowski, 2017; Duque and Munhoz, 2016). Not all possible connections and feedback loops are
shown, for simplicity. LPS, lipopolysaccharide.

sickness behaviors in response to illness have also been studied in
other mammals (Avitsur and Yirmiya, 1999). However, little is
known about the interplay between sex, infection and sickness
behaviors in non-mammalian taxa (but see below for an avian and a
reptilian example).
Mechanisms associated with sickness behaviors in nonmammalian taxa

As we summarize in the following paragraphs, physiological
pathways involved in the production of sickness behaviors and
fever responses generally overlap across vertebrate taxa (Fig. 1;
Table 1). This is, perhaps, not surprising, as immune-challenged
cephalochordates such as lancelets (amphioxus; close living relatives
of vertebrates and considered a basal lineage of chordates) activate
innate immune system signaling cascades that overlap with those of
vertebrates (Yuan et al., 2009, 2013), even if the majority of
cytokines are absent in extant cephalochordates (Huang et al., 2008).
Birds

Studies in chicken and Japanese quail (Coturnix japonica) have
been crucial in our understanding of the mechanisms involved in
avian sickness behaviors and fever responses (Gray et al., 2013;
Johnson et al., 1993a,b; Koutsos and Klasing, 2001; Leshchinsky
and Klasing, 2001; Macari et al., 1993; Wang et al., 2003). Similarly
to mammals, important mediators of these responses in birds are
IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, glucocorticoids and prostaglandins, and TLRs
are involved in the recognition of PAMPs in birds (Gray et al.,
2013; Klasing, 1998). For example, in wild house sparrows, an
intramuscular LPS injection leads to increased gene expression of
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silence pain (Moutal et al., 2020), which could reduce sickness
behaviors and favor pathogen spread.
Seasonal and circadian rhythms affect immune function in
vertebrates (Baekelandt et al., 2020; Bowden et al., 2007; Esquifino
et al., 2004; Esteban et al., 2013; Keller et al., 2009; Logan and
Sarkar, 2012; Markowska et al., 2017; Martinez-Bakker and Helm,
2015; Sage et al., 2021; Walton et al., 2011; Weil et al., 2015;
Zapata et al., 1992; Zimmerman et al., 2010). As a result, the
expression of sickness behaviors is expected to vary throughout the
year in seasonal animals. This has been demonstrated, for example,
in immune-challenged male Siberian hamsters and white-crowned
sparrows, which display reduced sickness behaviors when held
under short-day conditions (Bilbo et al., 2002; Owen-Ashley et al.,
2006).
Research in rodents has helped determine many of the pathways
outlined above. Interestingly, low doses of LPS can also be
administered to humans without known long-term consequences.
Thus, humans have also been experimentally tested for their
sickness behavior and physiological responses to LPS (Shattuck and
Muehlenbein, 2015; Schedlowski et al., 2014; Lasselin et al., 2018).
For instance, LPS administration to human subjects increases
symptoms of fatigue, headache, muscle pain and shivering relative
to baseline (before injection), as well as levels of a variety of
cytokines in serum, and levels of a marker of microglial activation in
several brain regions (Sandiego et al., 2015). The experimental
studies in humans highlight that although there are important sex
differences in immune responses (with females generally having
stronger responses) these do not consistently translate to differences
in behavioral responses (Lasselin et al., 2018). Sex differences in
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IL-6 and TLR-2 and -4 (measured from blood samples collected at
4 h post-injection) (Martin et al., 2014). In chicken, serum IL-6 is
quickly (within 1 h) elevated after an intravenous injection with
LPS, and neuro-glial primary cultures of the chicken hypothalamus
respond to LPS exposure by producing IL-6, demonstrating that
IL-6 is produced both centrally and peripherally in this species
(Grabbe et al., 2020). Plasma IL-6 bioactivity is also elevated in
zebra finches at 5 h after an intramuscular LPS injection (Lopes
et al., 2012b). A different study in zebra finches found that IL-1β
gene expression is elevated in the hypothalamus at 4 h post-LPS
injection (Lopes et al., 2013). More recent research used RNA-seq
to determine differences in global gene expression between
LPS- and saline-injected male zebra finches at the level of the

hypothalamus, spleen and red blood cells (Scalf et al., 2019). IL-1β
is upregulated in response to LPS injection in both the spleen and
red blood cells, while the hypothalamus showed a trend in this
same direction. The timeframe at which the samples were collected
(2 h post-injection) may explain why significant differences in
hypothalamic IL-1β were not found here but were found by Lopes
et al. (2013), where samples were collected at 4 h post-injection.
Dose, route of administration and the timeframe within which
samples are collected after LPS administration affect the levels of
many physiological responses to this substance (Lopes, 2016).
Among the hundreds of genes differentially expressed, TLR-3 is
upregulated in red blood cells and IL-6 in spleen (Scalf et al., 2019),
further supporting their role in avian responses to endotoxins.

Table 1. Examples of non-mammalian vertebrates where both sickness behaviors and physiological responses known to affect sickness behaviors
have been documented
Group

Species studied

Challenge

Behavioral responses

Physiological responses

Birds

Chicken (Gallus gallus
domesticus)

LPS

Anorexia, lethargy (Johnson
et al., 1993b)

Zebra finch (Taeniopygia
guttata)

LPS

Reduction in hops, calls,
flights, increase in time
resting (Lopes et al., 2012a)

Japanese quail (Coturnix
japonica)

LPS

White-crowned sparrow
(Zonotrichia leucophrys
gambelii)
American alligator (Alligator
mississippiensis)

LPS

Increase in time resting
(Patricia C. Lopes, personal
observation)
Decreased activity and food
and water intake (OwenAshley et al., 2006)
Behavioral fever (Merchant
et al., 2008)

Elevation of serum and hypothalamic IL-6 (Grabbe
et al., 2020); fever and elevated CORT (Johnson
et al., 1993b); increased expression of IL-1β, IFN-γ,
TGFβ2 and MGF in spleen (Leshchinsky and
Klasing, 2001); indomethacin (inhibitor of PGE2
synthesis) can inhibit LPS-induced fever,
drowsiness and anorexia, depending on route of
administration (Johnson et al., 1993a)
Elevated plasma CORT, decreased plasma T (Lopes
et al., 2012a); high plasma IL-6 (Lopes et al.,
2012b); high hypothalamic IL-1β (Lopes et al.,
2013); hypothermia (Lopes et al., 2014); high IL-6
expression in spleen and red blood cells (Scalf
et al., 2019)
Increased IL-1β expression in liver and spleen, fever
(Koutsos and Klasing, 2001)

Western fence lizard
(Sceloporus occidentalis)
Cane toad (Rhinella
marina)

IL-1β

Salamander (Necturus
maculosus)

PGE1 injected in third
ventricle of the brain

Behavioral fever (Hutchison
and Erskine, 1981)

Frog (Rana esculenta)

Killed pathogenic
bacteria, brain
injection of PGE1
Double-stranded
RNA
Inactivated bacteria,
Aeromonas
hydrophila

Behavioral fever (Myhre et al.,
1977)

Amphibians

Fishes

Zebrafish (Danio rerio)

Atlantic salmon (Salmo
salar)

LPS

LPS

Infectious pancreatic
necrosis virus

Lethargy (Dunlap and
Church, 1996)
Lethargy and reduced feeding
(Llewellyn et al., 2011)

Behavioral fever (Boltaña
et al., 2013)
Reduced activity, swimming
speeds and social
interactions (Kirsten et al.,
2018)
Behavioral fever (Boltaña
et al., 2018b)

Increase in several proteins, including Ubiquitinactivating enzyme 1, which regulates pathways
involved in the innate immune response and
inflammation (Merchant et al., 2009)
This paper documents the behavioral response to
IL-1β (Dunlap and Church, 1996)
Upregulated expression of IL-6, IL-1β, TNF-α and
other immune genes in the spleen, no increase in
plasma CORT (Gardner et al., 2018)
PGE1 acting in the brain may participate in the
production of behavioral fever (Hutchison and
Erskine, 1981)
PGE1 acting in the brain may participate in the
production of behavioral fever (Myhre et al., 1977)
Increased plasma PGE2 levels (Boltaña et al., 2013)
IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α expression upregulated in brain
(Kirsten et al., 2018)

Elevated plasma IL-1β, IL-6 and PGE2, upregulation
in expression of mPGES-1, IL1, IL-6, TNF-α and
COX-2 in the head kidney and of IL6 and IFN-γ in
the spleen, elevated brain expression of transcripts
IL-1r, TNF-R1, IL-6r, EP3 receptor and COX-2
(Boltaña et al., 2018b)

CORT, corticosterone; COX-2, cyclo-oxygenase 2; EP3, prostaglandin E2 receptor, E3 subtype; IFN-γ, interferon gamma; IL, interleukin; LPS,
lipopolysaccharide; MGF, mechano growth factor; PGE1, PGE2, prostaglandins E1 and E2; TGFβ2, transforming growth factor beta; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor
alpha; TNF-R1, tumor necrosis factor receptor 1; mPGES-1, microsomal prostaglandin E synthase-1.
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Increase in plasma CORT, decrease in luteinizing
hormone, hypothermia (Owen-Ashley et al., 2006)

Several factors have been studied that affect the intensity of
sickness behaviors in birds, including early life (in ovo) experiences,
access to food or certain nutrients, and environmental factors. These
factors may provide insights into potential mechanisms underlying
the regulation of sickness behaviors. For instance, young chicks
exposed to cocaine as embryos do not show sickness behaviors in
response to LPS (Schrott et al., 1999), and those embryonically
exposed to a potent opiate (N-desmethyl-l-α-noracetylmethadol)
fail to show fever responses (Schrott and Sparber, 2004).
Knowledge of the effects of these substances during early
development may provide clues regarding the brain areas or
physiological mechanisms involved in the regulation of sickness
behaviors and fever. Food restriction of captive red crossbills (Loxia
curvirostra) does not affect the response to an LPS injection
(Schultz et al., 2017), whereas, in European starlings (Sturnus
vulgaris), access to a carotenoid-enriched diet prevents the decrease
in singing rate that is expected during an immune challenge
(Casagrande et al., 2015), indicating that, at least in this species, the
availability of certain nutrients impacts sickness behaviors. LPStreated male white-crowned sparrows kept under long-day
photoperiods lose more body mass than their counterparts kept
under short days, an effect not observed in females, who lose similar
amounts of mass in response to LPS under both conditions (OwenAshley et al., 2006). This is also one of the few studies that has
addressed sex differences in avian sickness behaviors in terms of
behavior and physiological responses. The effects of seasonality
may be due to availability of energy stores and seasonally varying
hormones (Owen-Ashley and Wingfield, 2007). Testosterone levels
differ greatly between sexes and vary seasonally: testosterone is
typically lower in the winter than in spring in male birds. A study
that applied testosterone implants to male white-crowned sparrows
found reduced sickness behaviors when the birds were injected with
LPS (Ashley et al., 2009) relative to birds with empty implants.
However, testosterone-implanted animals also showed elevated
corticosterone, which complicates the interpretation of the results, as
corticosterone also modulates the immune response. More research
is needed to understand the effect of testosterone on avian sickness
behaviors.
Reptiles

Most species of reptiles, amphibians and fishes are ectotherms. As
highlighted above, ectotherms are special when it comes to fever,
because they regulate their fever behaviorally. Nevertheless,
similarly to their role in mammals, prostaglandins appear to be
important mediators of fever (behavioral, in this case) in ectotherms
(Rakus et al., 2017b).
Molecular responses and pathways underlying sickness
behaviors in reptiles are generally understudied due to the
specificity of detection methods, which have largely been
developed in mammalian species. More recent work using
reverse-transcriptase quantitative PCR in two chelonian species,
the red-eared slider (Trachemys scripta elegans) and eastern box
turtle (Terrapene carolina carolina) has documented IL-1β, TNF-α
and IL-10 transcript targets, which are important signaling
molecules in the APR (Rayl et al., 2019). Earlier work in Chinese
soft-shelled turtle (Trionyx sinensis) infected with Aeromonas
hydrophila revealed that infection results in upregulated expression
of IL-8, suggesting that this signaling molecule may play an
important role in reptilian inflammatory responses (Zhou et al.,
2009). Furthermore, western fence lizards (Sceloporus occidentalis)
injected with IL-1β show reduced activity levels akin to sicknessinduced lethargy in other species (Dunlap and Church, 1996). An
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LPS injection produces behavioral fever in juvenile American
alligators (Alligator mississippiensis) (Merchant et al., 2007). A
proteomics study in juveniles of this species injected with LPS
found several proteins to be upregulated at 24 h post-injection,
including Ubiquitin-activating enzyme 1 (Merchant et al., 2009).
Ubiquitination is important in the regulation of the nuclear factorκB (NF-κB) signaling pathway, which, in turn, regulates genes that
participate in immune responses, including the innate immune
response and inflammation (Sun and Ley, 2008).
However, it should be noted that the effects of proinflammatory
cytokines and glucocorticoids on sickness behavior may be more
context dependent in ectothermic species than in endotherms,
depending particularly on temperature and reproductive status. For
example, in the wall lizard (Hemidactylus flaviviridis), LPS-induced
increases in phagocytosis, nitric oxide production and an IL-1-like
molecule are dependent on temperature, such that stimulation of
the response only appears to occur in an optimal temperature
range (Mondal and Rai, 2001). In the same species, reproductive
context seems to influence cytokine release, whereby treatment
with reproductive hormones (estradiol and dihydrotestosterone)
decreases the production of an IL-1-like molecule, whereas
gonadectomy leads to increased IL-1 (Mondal and Rai, 2002).
The context-dependent nature of immune activity and cytokine
expression may partially explain the mixed results that are found
across reptilian species; whereby some studies find hyperthermic
responses to infection, but others find hypothermic or no responses.
For example, sex factors into immunological and behavioral
responses to infection in reptiles. In African house snakes,
Lamprophis fuliginosus, no significant body temperature change
is noted following inoculation with different strains of UV-killed
bacteria (Ryan et al., 2018). Instead, male (but not female) snakes
exposed to UV-killed bacterial pathogens (which still act as antigens
but are not pathogenic) respond with an increased variance of body
(cloacal) temperature that was achieved through behavioral
adjustments. This sex-dependent difference in behavioral response
could lead to differing exposure and disease dynamics depending on
social structure of the species (i.e. solitary, communal) and time of
year (e.g. breeding versus non-breeding). Moreover, corticosterone
is also likely to play a role in modulating fluctuating immunity
across contexts. Corticosterone administered exogenously is
immunosuppressive in female ornate tree lizards (Urosaurus
ornatus) during periods of reproductive investment and also when
resources are restricted, but not when non-reproductive females
have ad libitum access to food (French et al., 2007).
Amphibians

Similarly to other taxa, in amphibians, APRs leading to sickness
behaviors correspond to increases in catecholamines and
corticosterone, antimicrobial peptides and reallocation of resources
toward certain immune defenses and rapid development and away
from growth (Rollins-Smith, 2017; Rollins-Smith and Woodhams,
2012; Warne et al., 2011). For example, water-borne corticosterone
release rates are higher in ranavirus-infected larval western tiger
salamanders (Ambystoma mavortium) than in uninfected larvae (Davis
et al., 2020). Gabor et al. (2015) found that corticosterone is higher in
common midwife toad tadpoles with more aggressive infections of
Bd and that the frequency of righting reflexes (per minute) of infected
metamorphs (which is indicative of the severity of chytridiomycosis) is
inversely correlated with corticosterone release rates.
At 24 h after an LPS injection, adult African clawed frogs
(Xenopus laevis) express IL-1β in several organs (Zou et al.,
2000), and the levels of plasma testosterone and melatonin in
7
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bullfrogs (Lithobates catesbeianus) are decreased relative to
controls (Figueiredo et al., 2021). A transcriptomic approach used
to assess gene expression changes upon LPS injection in cane toads
found upregulation of transcripts that overlap with responses found
in other species (Table 1; Gardner et al., 2018). Also, prostaglandin
E1 has been shown to elicit behavioral fever in amphibian species
(Table 1; Hutchison and Erskine, 1981; Myhre et al., 1977). Still,
better understanding of the molecular underpinnings of the APR in
amphibians is needed, including comparative studies on cytokine
expression in early and late infection in disease-susceptible and
disease-resistant hosts, and in a variety of disease systems (reviewed
in Grogan et al., 2018).
Fishes

The majority of fish species spend their early embryonic stages in
close contact with the external environment. Thus, there is a longer
and heavier reliance on their innate immune system for survival
compared with other vertebrate taxa (Uribe et al., 2011). Despite this
difference, the immune systems of osteichthian and chondrichthyan
fishes remain very similar to those of other vertebrates (Bayne and
Gerwick, 2001; Kirsten et al., 2018; Luer et al., 2004; Renshaw and
Trede, 2012), and their immune responses include immune gene
activation, increased cortisol response and increased antibody
production (Balm et al., 1995; Binning et al., 2018; Haukenes and
Barton, 2004; Selvaraj et al., 2006; Watzke et al., 2007). Although
agnathan fishes lack many aspects of the acquired immune system
seen in other vertebrates, they do appear to display an APR similar to
that of other fishes following infection (Bayne and Gerwick, 2001).
Despite this understanding, links between the immune system
and behavior are not well studied in fishes. Behavioral fever is a
notable exception, with several studies dedicated to describing the
mechanisms underlying this phenomenon in several different
species. When Boltaña et al. (2013) injected zebrafish with
double-stranded RNA to simulate a viral infection, they found
that immune-stimulated fish shifted their preferred temperature
upwards by 3°C compared with sham-injected controls, and thus
displayed behavioral fever. These individuals had increased
levels of prostaglandin E2 in their plasma compared with
immune-stimulated fish that were not permitted to behaviorally
thermoregulate. Transcriptome analysis of the brain tissues of
immune-challenged fish that displayed behavioral fever found that
39% of transcripts examined showed temperature-dependent upregulation; the most strongly up-regulated were genes known to be
related to the anti-viral response. Individuals expressing behavioral
fever were able to rapidly clear the infection. Subsequent studies
using Atlantic salmon inoculated with infectious pancreatic necrosis
virus (IPNv) have also demonstrated a link between behavioral fever
and immune gene expression (Boltaña et al., 2018b). Infected
salmon prefer warmer temperatures, and viral loads are higher in
individuals that do not engage in behavioral fever. Fish which
display fever also experience an upregulation in genes involved in
the innate and adaptive immune responses (see Glossary), such as
IFNR-γ, IFN-γ, IL4/l3, IL-2, IL1-2, and proinflammatory cytokines
mPGES-1, IL1, IL-6, TNF-α and COX-2. Mechanistically,
members of the transient receptor potential family of ion receptors
(TRPV2 and TRPV4) appear to coordinate temperature sensing
during behavioral fever (Boltaña et al., 2018b). Changes in gene
expression, cytokine production and lymphocyte proliferation also
appear to be the result of epigenetic modifications, including histone
methylation, induced by behavioral fever (Boltaña et al., 2018a).
These studies have been pivotal in establishing the mechanistic links
between behaviorally induced, temperature-dependent gene
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expression and positive health outcomes in teleosts. Despite these
advances, we are still only beginning to understand the molecular,
physiological and genetic mechanisms underlying behavioral fever
in fishes.
Few other studies have comprehensively described sickness
behaviors and their underlying mechanisms in fishes. Kirsten et al.
(2018) were the first to formally describe the patterns of sicknessinduced behavioral changes following systemic activation of
immune cells in zebrafish. After inducing an inflammatory
response in zebrafish through injection of formalin-inactivated
bacteria, Aeromonas hydrophila, Kirsten et al. (2018) tested for
differences in fish behavior, cytokine gene expression and neuronal
activity compared with sham-injected and handling-control fish.
They found that mRNA levels of proinflammatory cytokines IL-1β,
IL-6 and TNF-α were upregulated in the brains of immunestimulated fish. This corresponded to reductions in activity,
swimming speed and social interactions in immune-stimulated
fish compared to controls, suggesting that behavioral changes in
fishes during the APR are mediated by the immune system. Similar
responses have since been demonstrated in zebrafish following
injection with tilapia lake virus (TiLV), a novel pathogen that has
been associated with disease outbreaks in both farmed and wild
tilapia and that can lead to mortality rates reaching up to 90%
(Rakus et al., 2020). When administered to adult zebrafish in the lab,
this virus induces sickness behaviors, characterized by irregular
swimming, formation of tight groups at the bottom of the aquarium,
anorexia and lethargy. These behaviors are also associated with
increased expression of IL-1β in the spleen and kidney. The extent
to which these infection-induced behavioral changes occur in other
fish species remains to be documented.
Why have sickness behaviors?

For many decades, the pervasive view of the behavioral changes
associated with infections was that they were a consequence of a
general debilitation of the sick organism and served no major
function. This view began changing about 30 years ago, when Hart
(1988) first proposed that sickness behaviors constitute a highly
coordinated organismal response to help fight the infection and
increase host survival. According to his theory, sickness behaviors
contribute to self-preservation through a reallocation of energy from
activities (e.g. foraging) into components of the immune response
and a reduction in the ingestion of nutrients essential for pathogen
growth (through anorexia). The best support for Hart’s theory comes
from studies of altered thermal preference in infected individuals.
Several studies in different vertebrate and invertebrate taxa show
increased host survival or reduced pathogen growth when animals
are allowed to develop behavioral fever (Boltaña et al., 2013;
Boorstein and Ewald, 1987; Covert and Reynolds, 1977; Elliot
et al., 2002; Kluger et al., 1975; Richards-Zawacki, 2010; Sauer
et al., 2019) or behavioral chill (Hunt et al., 2016; Truitt et al.,
2019). These effects seem to be partly due to the enhancement of
both innate and adaptive immune responses (Boltaña et al., 2013;
Evans et al., 2015; Kluger et al., 1996). In endothermic LPS-treated
zebra finches, lethargy covaries with the blood’s ability to kill
bacteria (Lopes et al., 2014). Whereas this study suggests that at
least some components of sickness behaviors may support the
immune response, as proposed by Hart, other factors could have
influenced both the immune response and lethargy. Beyond
thermoregulatory behaviors, studying the adaptive value of
sickness behaviors is complicated because of the difficulty in
preventing their expression. However, one component of sickness
behaviors that can be manipulated is anorexia, through use of
8
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force-feeding approaches. When mice infected with Listeria
monocytogenes are force-fed to a food intake level of uninfected
mice, they have higher mortality than infected mice allowed to
develop anorexia (Murray and Murray, 1979). The relationship
between anorexia and survival is not, however, completely
understood, and may be disease specific (Ayres and Schneider,
2009; Rao et al., 2017).
More recently, sickness behaviors have been hypothesized to
serve a signaling function (Tiokhin, 2016) or to have evolved to
protect kin (i.e. through kin selection, Shakhar and Shakhar, 2015).
Some of these new hypotheses were proposed because a host
survival theory does not fully explain the costs associated with
sickness behaviors such as anorexia: if activating an immune
response is energetically costly (Hasselquist and Nilsson, 2012), it
appears counterproductive to simultaneously reduce caloric intake
during illness. According to the kin protection hypothesis,
components of sickness behaviors, including social withdrawal
and reduced food and water intake, could be favored through kin
selection because these behaviors also reduce the likelihood of
disease transmission to kin within a social group. One study aiming
at testing this hypothesis using wild mice (Mus domesticus) in both
a field and laboratory setting found no strong support for it (Lopes
et al., 2018). Another way to test the kin protection hypothesis is by
comparing across taxonomic groups: one would predict that in
species where animals spend very little time close to kin (e.g.
territorial or solitary species) sickness behaviors would be reduced
or non-existent, whereas the opposite would hold true for groupliving species. Contrary to this, our Review contains examples of
both solitary/territorial species (e.g. desert iguanas, western fence
lizards, rainbow trout) and group-living species (e.g. American
alligators, zebrafish, zebra finches) showing sickness behaviors.
Using a modeling approach, Iritani and Iwasa (2014) suggested that
hosts may disperse from kin at a rate conditional on the level of
infection. Whether dispersal rate is a form of sickness behavior
developed in response to kin selection, or a trade-off between risk of
infection and information transmission (Evans et al., 2020), is
unknown, with few experimental studies set up to directly test
theory: more evidence is needed.
The extent to which animals engage in the different components
of sickness behaviors is flexible and depends on a variety of abiotic
(e.g. environmental temperature, time of year; Bilbo et al., 2002;
Owen-Ashley and Wingfield, 2006; Prendergast et al., 2016) and
biotic factors (e.g. sex differences, and the presence of offspring or
potential sexual partners; Avitsur and Yirmiya, 1999; Lopes et al.,
2013; Weil et al., 2006; Yirmiya et al., 1995). From a life history or
evolutionary perspective, some of this flexibility can be explained
rather intuitively (Adelman and Martin, 2009; Ashley and
Wingfield, 2011; Lopes, 2014). When animals are faced with
deteriorating health conditions, they may also face terminal
decisions (Williams, 1966): should they attempt to mate one last
time and invest all remaining energy in ensuring hatchlings fledge?
If engaging in sickness behaviors allows animals to survive until
another reproductive opportunity emerges, then sickness behaviors
should occur. Otherwise, individuals might benefit more in terms of
their lifetime reproductive fitness by overcoming sickness
symptoms and reproducing, even if survival probability decreases.
Although there is some empirical evidence for terminal investment
or fecundity compensation in a variety of taxa (Bonneaud et al.,
2003; Brannelly et al., 2016; Duffield et al., 2017), the proximate
mechanisms underlying the decision of whether to engage in
sickness behaviors are mostly unknown and urgently need
additional investigation (Lopes, 2014).
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A deeper understanding of the proximate mechanisms driving
sickness behaviors will help uncover the adaptive value of these
behaviors. For example, although fever is achieved in different ways
in ectotherms and endotherms (behaviorally versus physiologically,
respectively), similar molecular pathways are involved in triggering
these responses, indicating that fever is likely to be an essential and
adaptive component of sickness. Alternatively, finding species or
groups where there is a decoupling of cytokine signaling and certain
behavioral responses could indicate that the specific behaviors were
detrimental to those groups and clarify when and where sickness
behaviors are adaptive.
Conclusions

In this Review, we have identified commonalities among the sickness
behaviors expressed by diverse vertebrate groups. In all groups, there
is evidence of lethargy in some form, changes in social interactions,
some degree of anorexia and, across all groups of ectotherms studied,
evidence for behavioral thermoregulation. The immune responses to
challenges are also similar, an indication that not only the behaviors
themselves, but also the mechanisms underlying them, are conserved
across taxa. However, the precise connection between those immune
responses and the different components of sickness behaviors is not
clear in all taxa. A broader exploration of sickness behaviors across
non-mammalian taxa is needed.
As highlighted throughout the text, one fascinating aspect of
sickness behaviors is that they are not all-or-nothing responses.
The expression of sickness behaviors is flexible under certain
circumstances (Lopes, 2014); however, very little is known
regarding the underlying neuroimmune mechanisms associated
with this flexibility. The hormonal milieu is likely to be involved in
modulating these responses (reviewed in Ashley and Demas, 2017;
Demas et al., 2012; Lopes, 2014). More research uncovering
mechanisms that bring about variation in the strength of immune
responses may help to clarify individual variation in sickness
behavior (Lopes, 2017).
Another topic in need of more research is the mechanistic origin
of sex differences in physiological and behavioral responses to
infections. Although differences in the levels of sex steroids
between sexes are a logical first step, studies in mammals seem to
indicate that sex steroid differences do not paint a complete picture
(Casimir et al., 2013; Lasselin et al., 2018). Other targets could
include genetic components, such as genes related to immune
function located on sex chromosomes (Casimir et al., 2013; Klein
and Flanagan, 2016).
It has been suggested that the physiological responses of
individuals to infection scale up to the population level by
exerting influence on pathogen transmission (Blaustein et al.,
2012). In this way, disease emergence or fade-out results from
ecophysiology. For example, alpine newts (Ichthyosaura alpestris)
heavily infected with Bd spend more time in terrestrial habitats,
which helps to clear infection faster (Daversa et al., 2018), but also
potentially reduces conspecific exposure. Moving forward, it will
therefore be important to use more integrative approaches in the
study of neuroendocrine–immune–behavior interactions (Bowden
et al., 2017; Demas and Ashley, 2017; Demas and Carlton, 2015;
Lopes, 2014; Shattuck et al., 2020; Sylvia and Demas, 2017).
Finally, recent and virulent epizootics point to more research
focused on reptiles as an area of increasing importance. For
instance, both snake fungal disease (Lorch et al., 2016) and
respiratory tract disease in tortoises (Seigel et al., 2003) are having
widespread effects on reptile populations worldwide. Changes in
behavior in response to infection, such as increased time basking to
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elicit behavioral fever, could have important survival and fitness
implications for individuals and populations in terms of exposing
animals to predators, but they could also affect the spread of the
pathogen itself through changes in host social contacts. Knowledge
of the precise mechanisms that drive the different components of
sickness behaviors, of how malleable these are, and of the relative
contributions of physiology and behavior in reducing infectivity and
pathogen survival and burden, may help us have predictive power
over the impact of these emerging disease outbreaks on populations.
To understand how aspects of behavior affect the spread of diseases
through populations, especially given current epizootic concerns
and rapid global change, there is an urgent need for further work on
the mechanisms underlying sickness behaviors.
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